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Two(mbly) the Sea 
 

~ I ~ 
  

Out there 
               the words of my father 
               expire 
and sink 

What the sun left on waves after  
 

it sunk  
spun frippery 

 
Mask plaster stuck to their faces like bones or broken toys 

     
Citrus  
             or stone  
 fruit 
        lemon or more succulent  
      Hello  
 
 
                             Is something out there? 
 
 
Jealousy makes no waves 
no logic but after dark steals deep 

                                                               
Come to me 

 
make a net of quiet 
                                and forgiveness 
 
 
Islands and shores        

 
Children play too hard 

                                    The wind  
 cuts them  

   into shovels and pails 
 
Stories of rectangular rafts   
 
    run aground 
 
One captures the rest     
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Tides well 
 
      Forensic  

myth  
unique  
                fingers print 
 

    Sadness without regret  
                                      grit and  
 salt 
       
   
 The illusion of stillness 
 
Where    where    where 
    shadow 
                                                     
  wood 
 

bone 
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~II~ 

 
 

You  
cannot  

erase every  
trace  

or the little  
cries of big  

birds  
The poem  

speaks to what is  
not there  
an object  
with its  
public  

private attributes  
words  

trucked in bare 
feet 

exposed  
to 

clouds on a  
golden 

splendidness  
The sea has  

no one  
looking  

out down and across 
An object has attributes  

which we could call  
fields 

or qualities  
The ease of 

the sea is not 
the sea  
even  

when the lines are azure  
rough  
and 
clear 
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~III~ 
 
A poem to the sea is not the sea 
The sea is a symbol of itself 
 
It is not an eloquent reflection 
or the tossing  
of flotsam and jetsam 
or moving 
or muddying 
or deep light 
dark beyond treasure  
or the myriad creatures 

Once upon  
a tide I  

invented mermaids 
and costumed little  

girls  
crochet seaweed hung  

with star skeletons and  
scallop shells 

 
A poem to the sea is at the edge 
which is torn against a long silver rule that arcs  
when you hold it like a sword  
inviting advance 
 
The paper tears wide open swaths 
broadside shore to land on 
when the tide is low 
 

Their tails were  
iridescent pink and blue 

They were my poems to the sea 
 
It never disappears entirely  
framed or rolled and tied  
with a ribbon 

They wore small crowns  
they made themselves 

crumpling silver  
foil around cardboard 

 
Poem to the sea  
has no code  
to decode  
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There is no color intermediate  
to green  
and horizontal  
to violet 

They grew their dreams in slipper shells 
hair bobbed and shone  

on those days they floated  
and were found  

by sun 
 
The poem is a symbol of itself  
a gesture sand makes in an array 
They do not exist without the other 
 

Waves comb  
sea snarls  

the little mermaids dance  
slipper shells 

We write poems the sea  
can read as it washes  

even when  
we are picked clean like  

lead and chalk 
 
The stain of the sea is not the sea 
is not the poem of the sea  
The sea reads  
in its own rinse and rise 
with epic ease 
 
 
 


